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Abstract: A set S of vertices in a graph G is called a total irredundant set if, for each vertex v in G; v 
or one of its neighbors has no neighbor in }{vS  . The total irredundance number, ir(G), is the 

minimum cardinality of any maximal total irredundant set of G. In this note we prove that for each 
8r , there is an r-regular graph G such that 2=)(Girt

. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Let ))(),((= GEGVG  be a simple graph of order n. We denote the open neighborhood of a vertex v  of G 

by )(vNG
, or just N(v), and its closed neighborhood by ][=][ vNvNG

. For a vertex set )(GVS  , 

)(=)( vNSN Sv  and ][=][ vNSN Sv . For Graph Theory notation and terminology in general we follow 

(Haynes et al., 1998). 
Total irredundance in graphs introduced by Hedetniemi et al. in (1993), and further studied for example in 

[1, 2, 5]. A set S  of vertices in a graph G  is called a total irredundant set (or just TIS) if, for each vertex v in 

G; v or one of its neighbors has no neighbor in }{vS  . The total irredundance number, )(Girt , is the 

minimum cardinality of a maximal TIS of G. 
Favaron et al., (2002) studied total irredundance number in regular graphs, and showed that for every 
4r , there is an r -regular graph G with 1=)(Girt

. They proved that if G is a cubic graph other than K4, or a 

triangle-free r-regular graph with 4r , then 2)( Girt
. But yet the existence of an r-regular graph G with 

2=)(Girt
 is remains open. 

In this note we prove that for 8r , there is an r -regular graph G such that 2=)(Girt
. 

For vertices u and v, if ][=][ vNuN , then we say that u and  v are clones. If ][][ vNuN  , then we say that 

v  is superior to u  and u  is inferior to v . If a vertex v  is not inferior, superior, or clone to any other vertex, 
then we say that v  is normal. 

We make use of the following. 
 

Observation 1 (Favaron et al. 2002): 
 If G is a regular graph with a normal vertex, then 1)( Girt

.  

 
2  Main result: 
Theorem 2: 

 For 8r , there is an r -regular graph G  such that 2=)(Girt
.  

 
Proof.; 

Let 8r  be a positive integer. Let },{= yxX  and },...,,{= 421 ryyyY  be the partite sets of 42, rK . Let 

G0 be a graph obtained from 
42, rK  by joining x  to y , and 4ry  to iy  for 81,2,...,= ri . Let 

212 : zzP   be a 

path on two vertices, and let Hr be a graph obtained from G0 and P2 by joining z1 to 4ry . Let H be a graph 

obtained from Hr by adding 133
2

5)(



r

rr  edges between 521 ,...,, ryyy , arbitrarily, such that 

3)(  rydeg iH
 for 51,2,...,= ri . Note that this is possible, since one can add )

2

5
(
r  edges between 

521 ,...,, ryyy  and 
)

2

5
(<133

2

5)( 


 r
r

rr . It is obvious that rHV |=)(| , 
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1=)(H  and 3=)(  rH . Moreover, H has at least two vertices of maximum degree, since 

3=)(=)( rydegxdeg HH . Note that H has a vertex of degree r-5. Let G1 be a graph obtained from H by 

adding three vertices 321 ,, xxx  and joining each ix  to all vertices of H. Let 
rr KKGG 12 =  be the disjoint 

union of G1 and two copies of Kr. Then G2 has three components G1, Ai and A2, where Ai is a complete graph Kr 
for  i=1,2. Note that  

 33=3|=)(||)(||)(||},,{|=|)(| 213212  rrrrAVAVHVxxxGV  

and  

 .
2

1)(3
=

2

1)(
2

2

5)(
3|=)(| 2







rrrrrr
rGE  

In order to obtain an r -regular graph G on 3r+3 vertices from G2, we need to add r
rrrr

2=
2

1)(3

2

3)(3 


  

edges between the vertices of G2, since an r-regular graph of order 3r+3 has 
2

3)(3 rr  edges. But any vertex of 

21 AA   is of degree 1r . Since rxdeg iG =)(
2

 for 1,2,3=i , we can add 2r edges between H and 

21 AA  . Let tvvv ,...,, 21  be the vertices of H such that rvdeg iG <)(
2

 for ti 1,2,...,= . Then clearly 

rt 2 . Furthermore, .2=))((
2

1=

rvdegr iG

t

i

  

Let },....,{=)( 22121 ruuuAAV  , where 112 Au i   and 22 Au i   for ri 1,2,...,= . We join 1v  to iu  

for )(1,2,...,= 12
vdegri G , 2v  to iu  for )(1)( 2212

vdegrivdegr GG  ,..., and tv  to iu  for 

rivdegr tG 21)( 12
  , to obtain a graph G . Now G  is an r -regular graph on 33 r  vertices. 

We show that 2=)(Girt . Let },{= 21 xxS . It follows that }]{[][ iii xSNxNx   for 1,2,3=i , 

}]{[][3 vSNvNx   for )(HVv , and }]{[][ vSNvNv   for 21 AAv  . We deduce that S  

is a TIS of G . We show that S  is a maximal TIS. It is sufficient to show that }{uS   is not a TIS of G  for 

every SGVu  )( . Since 3=)( rxdegH , }{ 3xS   is not a TIS of G . For any vertex 21 AAa  , 

}{aS   is not a TIS of G, since for any vertex }{21 aAAa'  ,  =}]{}{[][ '' aaSNaN . Thus if S is 

not a maximal TIS of G, then there is a vertex )(HVh  such that },,{ 21 hxx  is a TIS of G . Let 'vv,  be 

two vertices in H with 3=)(=)(=)(  rHvdegvdeg '
HH

. If },{ 'vvh , then 

 =}]{},,[{][ 21 vhxxNvN , a contradiction. Thus vh = . Then  =}]{},,[{][ 21
'' vhxxNvN , a 

contradiction. We conclude that S is a maximal TIS of G, and so 2)( Girt
. (Note that },{ 31 xx  and },{ 32 xx  

are maximal TIS of G as well.) 

We next show that 1>)(Girt . By Observation 1 we need to show that 1)( Girt . Assume to the 

contrary that 1=)(Girt . Let }{b  is a maximal TIS of G. It is obvious that },,{ 321 xxxb , since },{ 21 xx , 

},{ 31 xx , and },{ 32 xx  are TIS of G. Assume that 1= Aab  . There is a vertex )(HVt  such that 

)(GEat . If 7)(  ttdegH , then there is a vertex }{11 aAa   such that )(1 GEta  . But then 

 =}]{}[{][ 11 aaNaN , a contradiction. Thus 6)(  ttdegH
, and so 4}5,6,{)(  rrrtdegH

. If 

6=)( rtdeg , then there is vertex )(1 HVt   such that 5=)( 1 rtdegH
. Also there are unique vertices 11 Aa   

and 22 Aa   such that )(},{ 1211 GEtata  . This implies that },{ 1aa  is a TIS of G, a contradiction. If 

5=)( rtdeg , then there is a vertex 23 Aa   such that )(3 GEta  , and so },{ 3aa  is a TIS of G, a 

contradiction. Thus 4=)( rtdeg . But 5=)( 1 rtdegH , and there are unique vertices 13 Aa   and 24 Aa   

such that )(},{ 1413 GEtata  . This implies that },{ 3aa  is a TIS of G, a contradiction. We conclude that 

1Ab  and similarly 2Ab . Thus Htb = . We show that }{b  is not a maximal TIS of G. Let t1 be a 
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vertex of H with 1=)( 1tdegH
. We prove that },{= 11 ttS  is a TIS of G. If 3=)( rtdeg , then there is a vertex 

tt'   such that ][=][ tNtN '  and 3=)( rtdeg ' . This implies that  =}]{}[{[ '' ttNtN , a contradiction. Thus 

4)(  rtdeg . 

We observe that there is a vertex 
211

AAat   such that )(
11 GEat t  . This implies that 

}].{[][ 1111
tSNtNat                                                                                                                                  (1) 

Similarly, there is a vertex ta  such that 

 
}].{[][ 1 tSNtNat                                                                                                                                     (2) 

 
Since 1)( tdeg  and )(1 HEtt  , we find that 1)()( 1  tdegtdeg HH . This implies that 

7)()( 1  tdegtdeg GG
. Thus the number of edges of G  between 

21 AA   and },{ 1tt  is at most 2r-7. But 

)( 121 SNAA  . Let 1Aa . There is a vertex 11 Aa   such that )( 11 aNS  . Then }]{[][ 11 aSNaNa  . 

Similarly for any 2Aa , there is a vertex 21 Aa   such that )( 21 aNS  , and so }]{[][ 12 aSNaNa  . We 

deduce that for any vertex 21 AAa  , 

 

.}]{[][ 1  aSNaN                                                                                                                                  (3) 

 

But 4=)( rtdeg . Since )(1 HEtt  , we find that 3)()( 1  rtdegtdeg . Thus there is a vertex 

)(HVt'   such that )(1
'tNS  . So for i= 1,2,3, 

 

}].{[][ 1 ii
' xSNxNt                                                                                                                                  (4) 

 

Similarly for any },{)( 1ttHVv   we obtain that 

 

.}]{[][ 1  vSNvN                                                                                                                                   (5) 

 
(1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) imply that S1 is a TIS of G, as desired.     
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